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The standard kit is for everyone
CBE doesn’t just supply large camper manufacturers: it also caters to smaller outfitters, offering standard modular
solutions that are designed to satisfy every need, even in terms of price.

n Italian company with almost 40
years of history, CBE supplies over
two-thirds of all premium vehicle
manufacturers, with a leadership position in
the mid to high range section of the market.
This specialization in the premium segment
allows CBE to develop innovative and reliable
products bearing high quality standards. CBE
has transferred this know-how to the rest of
its production and to the standard modular
kits available for any motorhome builder.
Thus, even smaller manufacturers can benefit
from CBE’s experience, with a broad range of
solutions to choose from for all their needs.
Furthermore, buying directly from CBE, i.e.
directly from the manufacturer, avoids having
to pass through the supply chain, with many
advantages not just in terms of price. Indeed,
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CBE - as a producer that designs, manufactures and markets its products throughout the
globe – provides directly to its customers its
very own technical support and specialized
consultancy services. CBE standard solutions
are based on 2 different versions of its 12V
distribution box (depending on the number of
mains to be connected), from 10 (DS300) to
15 (DS520) circuits and can be combined with
a wide range of CBE control panels, from the
well-known PC100 to the all-new PC380.
“What sometimes concerns smaller manufacturers is the belief that in order to supply them
directly, CBE requires major volumes and
wants to sell them the complete wiring harness as well,” explains Paolo Moiola, export
manager at CBE. “However, this isn’t the way
we like working with smaller manufacturers,
as we are well aware of the fact that it is
almost impossible to satisfy different needs on
small batches of vehicles that are often very
different one from the other. In these cases,
we supply only the cables connecting the 12V
distribution box with our devices, i.e. typically
the control panel, the water tank sensors and
the battery charger. Clearly, we also provide
all of the connectors and terminals with the
standard kit, thus allowing manufacturers to
internally assemble the main wiring harness
to be connected to the distribution box.
Moreover, we give our customers freedom of
choice: for those who want to, it is f.e. possi-
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ble to use battery chargers made by other
manufacturers. Of course, we’re always willing to develop customized wiring systems on
request, although the development of a main
wiring harness for just a few units can sometimes come with higher costs than the potential benefits for the customer.”
CBE flagship product for this family of standardized solutions is the DS300 12V distribution box, which can be connected not only to
the renowned PC100, PC150, PC200 and
PC220 panels, but also to the new PC180,
PC380 and even to the all-new control panels
CBE is developing for the upcoming season.
This feature allows customers to employ an
installation based on a single 12V module that
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The DS300 12V distribution
box features 10 circuits protected by fuses and is compatible
with the control panels of the
following lines:
Basic (PC100, PC150, PC180,
PC200,)
Premium (PC220, PC320,
PC380)
DeLuxe (PC770)

The DS520 12V distribution
box features 10 circuits protected by fuses and is compatible with the control
panels of the following
lines:
Basic (PC 200)
Premium (PC220, PC320,
PC380)
DeLuxe (PC770)

can be combined with a variety of control panel models, from the most
basic to the most complete.
“Our customers are motorhome manufacturers producing from 20 to
5,000 vehicles a year. Every year, we supply over 1000 standard kits to
dozens of small manufacturers throughout the world,” continues
Paolo Moiola. “The designs, research and development we’ve worked
on in recent years for our international customers allow us to offer
even to our minor customers a degree of experience that our competitors couldn’t easily match. In addition, we would like to emphasize
that CBE is a partner that doesn’t leave its products aside once paid by
a customer. Taking a look back over the past 15 years, we know that
our components have been fitted into over 350.000 motorhomes and
we will naturally continue to provide tech support and consulting even
for our older products.
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A QUICK LOOK AT A NEW ACE IN THE HOLE
remiered at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf 2014
as a design concept, the PC210 is the latest innovation in the large family of CBE control panels.
Designed to be installed also on vans, where the available
space between the cell door and the roof is limited, the
PC210 features a contemporary design that recalls the
latest hi-tech trends, in terms of both styling and materials. A control panel that combines compact dimensions
and a significant technology content at an attractive price:
a custom backlit LCD 3” display in 13 different colours,
with touch capacitive switches, a visible thickness of just
9 mm and an innovative fastening system. The PC210 will
be customizable in many different ways and will be available as of mid 2015, giving CBE’s OEM customers the
opportunity of opting for an additional newly conceived
control panel, without having to make any changes to the
rest of the basic electrical system.
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